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Canadian Low Volatility
Equity (London Capital)

A diverse portfolio designed to smooth
the ride through Canadian market cycles

GLC's Canadian Low Volatility (London Capital) portfolio was
built for times like these – and investors are reaping the rewards!

“Defense wins championships.”
Paul “Bear” Bryant
Legendary football coach
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Canadian Low Volatility Equity
(London Capital) fund

A strategy built for times like these
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“Defense wins championships.”

Drawdowns between April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2020

Paul “Bear” Bryant
Legendary football coach
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Preserve more capital in downturns
to build more over the long term
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Better downside protection
when markets drop

Key attributes
from April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2020

Strong participation in rising markets,
outperformance in downturns.

Portfolio characteristics
versus benchmark

S&P/TSX
Composite Index

Canadian Low Volatility
(London Capital) Fund*

Here’s what you get:

Net return (% annualized)

-3.69

-0.80

Higher return

Standard deviation
(annualized %)

17.07

13.34

Lower volatility

Upside capture ratio

100.00

80.91

Most of the upside

Downside capture ratio

100.00

71.14

Less downside

Source: Morningstar Direct, covering April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2020. | *London Life segregated fund version.
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Disclaimer
Copyright GLC. You may not reproduce, distribute, or
otherwise use any of this article without the prior written
consent of GLC Asset Management Group Ltd. (GLC).
This commentary represents GLC’s views at the date
of publication, which are subject to change without
notice. Furthermore, there can be no assurance that
any trends described in this material will continue or
that forecasts will occur; economic and market
conditions change frequently. This commentary is
intended as a general source of information and is
not intended to be a solicitation to buy or sell specific
investments, nor tax or legal advice. Before making
any investment decision, prospective investors should
carefully review the relevant offering documents and
seek input from their advisor.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
There is no guarantee that investment objectives,
or risk or return targets discussed in this material will
be achieved. No part of this material may be reproduced
or redistributed in any form without express written
permission of GLC Asset Management Group Ltd.
The data provided is for information purposes only.
This material is not intended to be read in isolation and
may not provide a full explanation of all the topics that
are presented and discussed. Information contained in
this material has been obtained from sources believed
to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Furthermore, there can be no assurance that any trends
described in this material will continue or that forecasts
will occur; economic and market conditions change
frequently. This material should not be considered a
recommendation or offer to purchase or sell any
particular investment.

